GLOBAL COMMAND SERIES

Introduction

v1.1
Commanders I (COM) is an
expansion Set for Global War
1936-1945. In this set, nations
will acquire commanders that can
support your forces in combat
using a basic set of rules.
Commanders II will provide
advanced rules for specific
commanders with unique abilities.
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Set Contents

 German commanders: x 6
 Italian commanders: x 4
 Japanese commanders: x 4
 British Commonwealth
commanders (4 British, 1
ANZAC)
 French commanders: x 4
 U.S/KMT. commanders: x 6
 Soviet/CCP commanders: x 5

1.0 Basic Commander Rules

1.0 Overview: A commander represents a single influential commander
as well as their supporting staff and headquarters.

1.1 Acquisition: Each nation begins the game with the commanders
listed on the Commanders Set-up Table below for the scenario that is being
played (’36 or ’39). Each time a player nation comes to be at war with
another Major Power, it acquires a new commander. Immediately place that
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commander at its nation’s capital. A nation cannot acquire more
commanders than are provided in this set.
(a) The British Commonwealth may place its commanders in London,
Calcutta, or Sydney (with only one available as an ANZAC
commander).
(b) The U.S. may place its commanders in Washington D.C. or
San Francisco.
(c) The USA and Soviet
Union may designate
one of their commanders
as a KMT /CCP
commander respectively.
There may never be
more than one KMT and
one CCP commander in
play at a time.

1.2 Movement: A commander
moves (1) one land space in combat movement, 6 in non-combat
movement. The commanders non-combat movement is always
considered to be by air and requires no transport. He may rail any
distance without using up a rail move.
A commander can board any ship or submarine by moving into the space
with it. A commander does not
take up any space on a
transport (or Japanese
destroyer).

1.3 Attack & Defense: A

commander has no Attack or
Defense abilities and can only
modify the Attack and Defense
of other units as per COM 1.6
below. He cannot capture a
territory or engage in any
actions unless stated in this rule
set.
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1.4 Commander Death: A commander may never be taken as a
casualty in combat. A commander that is part of a battle where all other
units are destroyed must make an escape roll. On a die roll of 1-11 the
commander escapes and can be placed in any land zone, up to four
zones away. On a roll of 12 he is eliminated. If the commander is in a
surrounded city, special fortification zone (12.12), or on a naval unit he is
eliminated on a roll of 5-12.

1.5 Replacement: If a nation’s commander
is eliminated, that nation may make a die
roll during its Place Units Phase and
attempt to replace the fallen commander. If
the player rolls a 7-12 on a D12 a new
commander is placed in an eligible location
as per COM 1.1.

1.6 Commander Effects: A commander
only affects units from his nation (including
Aligned minors). A commander provides
his bonus to one battle each turn. Thus, he
could not direct aircraft to one zone and then participate in an attack in
another zone in the same turn. A commander increases the Attack and
Defense values of units as outlined below:
Land Units: A commander adds a +1 Attack and Defense to all
land and air units that are in the same land zone with him.
Air Units: A Commander may add +1 to each dice of all aircraft
that leave the land zone in during combat movement. This includes
combat movement, interception, and each die rolled in strategic
bombing.
Naval Units: A Commander on a naval unit (surface ship or
submarine) adds +1 to the die roll of all surface ships, submarines
and aircraft in his sea zone, (including all raiding die rolls), or +1 to
the dice of all aircraft that leave its sea zone. commanders do not
modify Shore Bombardment.
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Remember: A unit may only ever claim its highest Attack/Defense
modifier, thus the +1 modifier for Commanders will not stack with
other modifiers (such as +1 for Defending Mountain Infantry).
Example: An Italian commander Attacks with 4 infantry and 1
artillery into Cairo. The commander increases the Italian infantry’s
attack value from 2 to 3 and the artillery’s value from 3 to 4. The
attack fails. On the British turn the British counter attack. The Italian
infantry would Defend at 5 and the artillery at 4.
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Table 1-1 Commanders at start of Game

 1 German commander in Berlin

1936
Set
Up

 1 CCP commander in Communist China*
 1 Japanese commander in Tokyo
 1 British commonwealth commander in London
 1 French commander in Paris
 1 Italian commander in Rome
 1 U.S. commander in Washington D.C.
 1 KMT commander in Nanking
 1 German commander in Stettin
 1 German commander in Berlin

1939
Set
Up

 1 Soviet commander in Viipuri
 1 CCP commander in Communist China
 1 Japanese commander in Tokyo

 1 British commonwealth commander in London
 1 French commander in Paris

 1 Italian commander in Rome
 1 U.S. commander in Washington D.C.

 1 KMT commander in Zhejiang
* The lack of a Soviet commander reflects the effects of the Great Purges.
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Expansion Compatibility
B-29 Going Nuclear: Commanders do not modify the effect of nuclear weapons.

Netherlands/Turkey: These minor nations, if run independently, do not use
commanders.

Winter War: An independent
Finland may benefit from the
effects of a German commander.

Manchukuo: Manchukuo units
may benefit from the effects of
Japanese commanders.

Ordnance Sets I, II and III:
Commanders do not modify the
effects of Ordnance, including
chemical weapons.

Partisans: CCP Partisans may
benefit from the effects of their commander and are not eliminated by the presence
of a Friendly land unit.

Spanish Civil War: Spanish Nationalist and Republican Forces may benefit from
the effects of foreign commanders if their nations elect full intervention.
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate
War Game
Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is
a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily
supported and expanded games on the market. Visit
our website to see our full line of games, expansions,
markers, units and other accessories.
You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.
You can view our Global War expansion sets here.

You can view more Global War expansion sets here.
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